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“After years of development in China, capsules are still
niche with further education needed, but more and more
manufacturers are making efforts in capsules to stimulate
the saturated market. Better performance and multiple
functions should be prioritised for capsules for certain,
while attractive packaging resonates with women well.”
Vicky Zhou, Research Analyst

This report looks at the following areas:
•
•
•

The future of laundry capsules in China
Focus on underwear/pants washing demand
Treat clothes as people’s skin

The laundry and fabric care market maintained stable growth in 2019 and Mintel forecasts the market
to grow at a value CAGR (Compound Annual Growth Rate) of 4.2% over 2019-24. Potential in capsules/
pods and other specific product innovations such as intimate washing products are contributing to the
market growth.
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Traditional laundry and fabric care products still have higher usage. After several years’ development in
China, capsules have gained penetration of around one third. Most consumers are motived by the
better performance of capsules to use capsules/pods, while the lack of sufficient cultivation has
discouraged further adoption. With more detailed product segmentation, specialised laundry products
for underwear/pants also show wide acceptance.
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DID YOU KNOW?

This report is part of a series of reports, produced to provide you with a
more holistic view of this market
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17% of consumers have used in-wash scent booster
Figure 41: Product used in the last six months, April 2019
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The penetration of soap bar surpasses powder among females
Figure 42: Product used in the last six months, by gender, April 2019
Capsules and laundry products for underwear are more adopted by women
Income is a more influential factor than city tier
Figure 43: Gap of product used in the last six months, by monthly household income and city tier, April 2019
Urbanites in high tier cities show stronger adoption of germicide liquid
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Results and functions rather than convenience are main drivers
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Men pay more attention to the environment while attractive packaging appeals to women more
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Tier one cities’ urbanites value high level of convenience over multiple functions
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Reasons for Not Using Capsules/Pods
Unfamiliarity, not price, is the top barrier
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Underwear Washing Behaviour and Attitudes
Majority of consumers wash underwear/pants separately
Figure 55: Underwear washing behaviour and attitudes, April 2019
Men don’t fall too far behind in underwear washing
Figure 56: Underwear washing behaviour and attitudes, by gender, April 2019
Affluent consumers show higher hygiene requirements for underwear/pants
Figure 57: Underwear wash behaviour and attitudes, by monthly household income, April 2019
Consumers in lower tier cities more interested in labour-saving devices
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Figure 58: Underwear washing behaviour and attitudes, by city tier, April 2019

Meet the Mintropolitans
Multiple functions is where biggest gap in capsule usage lies
Figure 59: Reasons for using capsule/pod, by consumer classification, April 2019
Usage amount turns out to be the biggest barrier for Mintropolitans
Figure 60: Reasons for not using capsule/pod, by consumer classification, April 2019
Willingness to buy labour-saving devices is similar
Figure 61: Underwear washing behaviours and attitudes, by consumer classification, April 2019
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